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$12.07 $12.07

Qty: 1
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stunning wig

(0 reviews)

Item Code: stunning wig

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 12 Cm

width 9 Cm

high 3 Cm

volume weight 64.80 g

Product name: Wig 
Brand: stunning 
Style: natural; suitable for the crowd: ladies; processing technology: mechanism; can be dyed perm:
not perm dyed; hair material: high temperature silk; suitable for skin color: natural skin color; suitable
for face shape: any face shape; bangs type: can be slanted; color : Black wig; length: 30cm; density:
180% density, looks plump and beautiful 
Wash synthetic wigs: 
1. Soak in warm water and wig shampoo for 5 minutes. 
2. Lift the top of the wig, let your fingers go through the wig gently from top to bottom, and rinse. 
3. Start again with conditioner and rinse. 
4. Soak up the towel and let it dry naturally on the wig holder without rubbing or twisting it. 
Tips 
1. All synthetic wigs will fall off and become tangled, which is normal. 
2. There will be slight color difference due to different monitors. 
3. The best storage method is to put it on the wig holder or the head of the mannequin. 
Starting from your hair, shaping your beauty, Faeryle creates unique wigs for you. 
Change yourself from now on, let you be the focus! 
Basic Information 
Package size: 12x 9x 3cm; 14.71 oz 
Uses of wigs: There are many materials that can be used to make wigs. Different materials are used in
different eras and regions, and certain wigs for specific purposes also have designated materials. 
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Wigs belong to the light industry manufacturing industry and belong to the hair products industry.
The hair products industry is divided into: craft springs, men's hair blocks, women's wigs, training
heads, chemical fiber hair, etc., wigs are divided into materials: human hair, chemical fiber, human hair
Chemical fiber 
According to the material, it is divided into chemical fiber silk and human hair 
Applicable occasions: synthetic headband wigs are suitable for daily life, parties, masquerades,
celebrities, Halloween, role-playing or any other occasions you want. Stylish design will make you look
new

Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal
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1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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